Introduction
Disease mapping can be used to pinpoint the areas where outbreaks originate and effectively target high-risk areas for early prevention and control. 1, 2 Geographical information systems (GIS) and statistical analysis of spatial characteristics of a disease have made it possible to detect the clustering of cases and link the clustering dynamics with geographical locations that carry certain risk factors favorable for the sources of infection (e.g., mosquito breeding sites) and for the spread of infection (e.g., vector exposure). [3] [4] [5] Recent studies have mapped risk areas over different defined time periods to describe the temporal dynamics of epidemics. [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] However, few studies have integrated spatial and temporal factors to compare the spread of the milder form of dengue (dengue fever (DF)) and the more severe form (dengue hemorrhagic fever (DHF)) and to differentiate the risk patterns of an epidemic involving total dengue cases versus DHF cases. The clinical manifestations of dengue include DF, DHF, and the most severe and potentially fatal dengue shock syndrome (DSS). It has been shown that more DHF cases emerge from a dengue/DHF epidemic in endemic and hyper-endemic areas, which often correlates to more fatalities, especially if patients obtain medical care too late or the cases are managed inappropriately. 11 However,
because not all epidemics of dengue involve DHF, 12 it would help save lives if we knew the epidemiological conditions associated with the emergence of severe epidemics involving more DHF cases and the overall risk patterns of total dengue cases. Dengue virus, a flavivirus with four antigenically distinct serotypes, is transmitted mainly by Aedes aegypti and Aedes albopictus in Taiwan. GIS-based studies have mapped spatial clustering patterns of dengue cases and have analyzed the association between these patterns and relevant entomological factors 2, 6, 8 and environmental conditions, 13 and have identified the spatial-temporal diffusion patterns of dengue and vector distributions. [6] [7] [8] 14 Although these studies have helped us understand the mechanism of dengue epidemics, none, to the best of our knowledge, have analyzed the different spatial-temporal conditions related to the emergence of DHF cases in a severe epidemic of dengue/DHF. Most epidemics of dengue in Taiwan have started with imported cases. 15 The 2001-2003 epidemic of dengue/DHF in Kaohsiung, Taiwan, was the largest and the most severe epidemic in that two-city area in 60 years. 16 This DHF-laden epidemic has made it possible to investigate the temporal and spatial emergence of severe DHF cases within an epidemic. Instead of relying on annual incidence to simply describe the epidemic, we used a spatial risk model integrating various temporally defined epidemiological characteristics of that outbreak to identify the temporal risk factors that might be related to potential severity of dengue epidemics involving more DHF cases. Figure 1 ). In this study, we aggregated the 4321 confirmed dengue cases with complete and accurate addresses (90.2% of total cases) to the basic administration unit 'Li' in Taiwan, then mapped by using ArcGIS 9.1 (ESRI, Inc., Redlands, CA, USA), and further analyzed risk patterns of the dengue epidemic in the 2002 epidemic period.
Materials and methods

Study areas and study populations
Spatial and temporal units used to characterize the studied dengue cases
This study used 'Li', the smallest local governing unit in Taiwan, as the mapping unit to spatially characterize variations in casedistribution and a '7-day week' as the temporal unit, which is the aggregated unit used by Taiwan's Centers for Disease Control (Taiwan CDC) in their routine surveillance reporting systems. Most urban areas of Li covered 0.26-0.58 square kilometers, and had 2100-5300 people and 850-1600 households. 20 In total, we aggregated the Li-specific 4321 dengue cases and mapped them into the total 423 Li units in 52 weeks of the 2002 year. Taiwan CDC provided all the confirmed DF and DHF cases in each Li without personal identifiers.
The three temporally defined indices as epidemiological measures
This study used temporally defined epidemiological characteristics, which we recently developed into population-oriented risk indices, 21 to measure both the magnitude and severity of a dengue epidemic. These three temporal indices were: (1) probability of occurrence (a), which we defined as the probability that the total number of weeks with one or more dengue cases occurred during the entire epidemic period (total 52 weeks in 2002); (2) duration of epidemic (b), which we defined as the mean number of weeks per epidemic wave when cases successively occur, which means a time of disease occurrence marked before and after by no reported dengue cases; and (3) intensity of transmission (g), which we defined as the mean incidence of cumulative dengue cases occurring in consecutive weeks per epidemic wave that had persisted for more than two weeks. The total number of epidemic waves during the entire epidemic period was calculated as the sum of waves when dengue cases occurred continuously over weeks. Microsoft Excel was used to calculate the values of all the three temporal indices from the case data. Based on the above calculation of temporally defined indices for each Li unit, we transformed the annual cumulative dengue cases into the three temporal indices (occurrence, duration, and intensity) for each Li and generated the Li-specific chloropleth maps with these various temporal index values to be compared with that of cumulative incidence, which is the annual incidence rate during the total 52 weeks of 2002.
Classification of the five population risk levels based on integrating spatial autocorrelation of each of the three temporal risk indices
Spatial autocorrelation refers to the degree of the association between the spatial location of a testing variable and its neighbors. 29 There are spatial autocorrelations while the values of the variable are interrelated spatially, which also means there Figure 1 . are spatial patterns to those correlations. 23 Details are described in Appendix A. In this study, we determined the spatial autocorrelations of the three temporal indices and used the local indicator of spatial autocorrelation (LISA) as a spatial risk index to identify significant spatial patterns, including clustering and outliers. 23 The definition of a LISA index is:
where I(i) = the LISA index for region i, and W ij = the proximity of region i to region j, where a value of 1 means the region i is next to the region j. X i is the value of a temporal index for region i, X j is the value of a temporal index for region j,X is the mean of the tested temporal index for the whole tested regions, d is the standard deviation of the tested temporal index X, and n is the total number of regions (in Li units) to be evaluated. The term ðX i ÀXÞ Â ðX j ÀXÞ describes the degree of similarity in a testing temporal index within a specific area and its neighbors. Thus, each of the three temporal indices for the 2002 dengue epidemic in the two-city area was evaluated. The null hypothesis for LISA was that a temporal index distributed spatially without a defined pattern. Therefore, we employed a Monte Carlo significance test, which calculates the likelihood a cluster would emerge by chance within a given population, to evaluate the statistical significance of its spatial pattern. The LISA value of each tested temporal index (incidence, a, b, and g) was considered statistically significantly high with a 95% confidence interval. Using LISA index values and one index at a time, we classified risk areas into the five epidemiologically distinct and statistically significant risk levels, from the highest to the lowest.
Level 5 (extreme risk): If both a target area and its neighboring areas had higher values for one of the temporal indices tested, the target area was considered to have a statistically significant 'positive LISA index value' and was regarded to be at 'extreme risk' (Figure 2a ).
Level 4 (high risk): When a target area had a lower value of a tested temporal index than those of its neighboring areas, the target area was considered to have a statistically significant 'negative LISA index value' and was viewed to be at 'high risk' (Figure 2b ).
Level 3 (moderate risk): If a target area had a higher value of a tested temporal index than those of its neighboring areas, the target area was considered to have a statistically significant 'negative LISA index' but was judged to be at 'moderate risk', because it would pose some risk to its neighbors ( Figure 2c ).
Level 2 (mild risk):
If a target area and its neighbors had sporadic cases without significant spatial patterns, meaning the tested temporal index of the target area was neither particularly higher or lower than its neighboring areas, the LISA index of the tested temporal index in this target area was not statistically significant and that area was considered to be at 'mild risk' (Figure 2d ).
Level 1 (low risk): If both the target area and its neighbors had low temporal index values, the target area had the lowest risk cluster of the tested temporal index and was considered to be at 'low risk' (Figure 2e ).
Spatial risk types based on combinations of the three temporal indices
To determine the risk profile of an area, the LISA maps for each of the three temporal indices were overlaid on each other, and each Li unit was classified as having one of eight possible risk types as defined by the values of the three temporal indices: (1) Hi-ODI: statistically significantly high for all three indices, occurrence (O), duration (D), and intensity (I); (2) Hi-OD: significantly high for occurrence and duration; (3) Hi-DI: significantly high for duration and intensity; (4) Hi-OI: significantly high for occurrence and intensity; (5) Hi-O: significantly high only for occurrence; (6) Hi-D: only duration high; (7) Hi-I: significantly high only for intensity; and (8) Hi-f: no high values for all three temporal indices (a, b, g) reaching statistical significance (Table 1) . For example, the risk type for one area would be classified as 'Hi-ODI' if its values of all a, b, and g indices were statistically significantly high. 
Overall analyses of risk patterns using integrated spatial and temporal data
We analyzed all Li-specific spatial and temporal risk indicators for the 2002 dengue/DHF epidemic in Kaohsiung as measured by: (1) weekly occurring probability over one year (a), (2) mean duration per epidemic wave (b), and (3) transmission intensity (g) per epidemic wave. All three epidemiologically related temporal indices (a, b, g) and cumulative incidence were mapped independently for each Li-area, and the risk patterns were compared. We then examined the association between the risk patterns of dengue cases and the severe epidemic involving DHF cases in 2002.
The two indices to evaluate the magnitude vs. severity of a dengue epidemic
To investigate the conditions for each of the above risk types involving total dengue cases versus the emergence of DHF, we used two evaluation indices representing magnitude and severity of an epidemic: (1) cumulative incidence of dengue cases (DEN/POP) and (2) the total dengue normalized DHF density (abbreviation: DHF density). DEN/POP is as the annual cumulative incidence rate of all confirmed dengue cases in the year of 2002 in Kaohsiung. This index denotes the magnitude of an epidemic. DHF density is the number of DHF cases per square kilometer area to the total confirmed dengue cases, and denotes the severity of an epidemic.
Results
Spatial-temporal patterns of the 2002 dengue cases in
Kaohsiung using the three temporal indices versus incidence rate 3.1.1. Mapping occurrence, duration, and intensity
We used the three temporal indices (a, b, and g) as well as incidence rate to retrospectively map the spatial patterns of dengue cases and to identify possible risk areas visually for the 2002 dengue epidemic (seen in Figure 3 , in terms of occurrence (Figure 3. 2), duration ( Figure 3. 3), and intensity ( Figure 3.4) ). The two areas with the highest cumulative incidence indicated by the darkest area (Figure 3 .1) were (1) a location between the boundaries of Kaohsiung and Fengshan cities (also known as two-city areas) and (2) a location within the central part of Fengshan City. These two areas showed different temporal patterns by visual examination. In addition to these two areas, we also found another area within Kaohsiung's Sanmin District with longer duration (Figure 3 .3c) and the area located in Zuoyin District (Figure 3 .4c) in Kaohsiung with higher transmission intensity. However, the cumulative incidences in these two districts were all low (2.76/10 000 and 5.12/10 000, respectively), indicating that these three indices ( 
Size of risk areas of the three temporal indices versus annual incidence identified by spatially significant patterns
We identified statistically significant spatial patterns by using cumulative incidence and the three temporal indices plus LISA statistics to characterize spatial risk during this epidemic. The areas colored red in Figure 4 were the statistically significant clusters of extreme risk (e.g., the highest risk levels). (Figure 4(D) ). Comparing the areas for the three temporal indices versus incidence rates, both (a) and (b) had similar high cumulative incidence (21.1/1000 vs. 18.3/ 1000), but they had very different temporal risk patterns shown by these three temporal indices. Although cluster (b) had 9 Li units with high incidence rates of dengue, this cluster illustrated only 4 Li units with longer durations (b), 3 Li units with high intensities (g), and 23 Li units with high occurrence (a) ( Table 2 and Figure 4 ).
Risk types of dengue using the combined three temporal indices
The LISA maps of the three temporal indices for each Li were overlaid on top of each other. Combining the statistically significant high values (p < 0.05) of the three indices (a, b, g) allowed us to classify all the studied Li units into eight risk types (Table 1, Figure 5 ). We investigated the spatial risks for all these risk types. In the Hi-ODI areas, 13 of 52 weeks (25.5% (= 0.255)), (a), had confirmed cases of dengue. Additionally, the mean duration (b) was longer than one month (4.6 AE 3.32 weeks per epidemic wave), and the mean intensity (g) was 3.2 AE 2 dengue cases per 10 000 people per wave (Table 3) .
Other risk types had lower values for the three temporal indices than those in Hi-ODI. In the risk types with two indices being significantly higher, the values of occurrence and mean duration in Hi-OD were 0.24 and 2.91, and the mean values of duration and intensity in Hi-DI were 2.08 and 2.19. In the risk types with one index being significantly higher, the value of occurrence in Hi-O was 0.18, of mean duration in Hi-D was 2.13, and of intensity in Hi-I was 3.07, showing that each index value alone can still be very high, particularly the duration and intensity indices (Table 3 ). In the case of least risk (e.g., Hi-f), in which no statistically significant spatial-temporal relationship was identified, the values of the three temporal indices were lowest with 0.064 for occurrence, 1.13 for mean duration, and 0.58/10 000 for intensity. Interestingly, no area in this epidemic was of the high-occurrence, high-intensity, but low-duration risk type (Hi-OI).
Evaluation of the magnitude versus severity of the 2002 dengue/ DHF epidemic in Kaohsiung
To investigate the relationship between population density and the spatial-temporal characteristics among all risk types (Table 1) and to better portray the severity of this epidemic in the two-city areas of Kaohsiung, we employed two evaluation indices, (1) DEN/ POP and (2) DHF density, to uncover the trends in the dengue epidemics. With regard to DEN/POP, areas with the Hi-ODI risk type showed the greatest cumulative incidence (12.73) ( Table 4) . However, with regards to DHF density (indicating the severity of dengue/DHF epidemic involving more DHF cases), areas of the Hi-I and Hi-D types with denser populations (>23 000 persons/km 2 ), had higher values of DHF density at 7.62% and 6.04% (Table 4) , respectively. DHF cases in these densely populated areas were associated more with either longer duration (b = 2.134 AE 0.79 weeks/wave) or higher intensity (g = 3.074 AE 2.17 cases/10 000 population-at-risk/wave). These results suggested that duration per wave was an important factor for the severity of the epidemic. On the other hand, the highest DHF density (8.86%) was in areas of the Hi-DI risk type (Table 4) , where population density was fewer than 2700 people/km 2 , and both higher transmission intensity (g = 2.19 cases/10 000 population-at-risk/wave) and longer duration (b = 2.08 weeks/ wave) (Table 3) presented with severe epidemic of dengue involving more DHF cases.
Discussion
This study used limited data sources, our three newly developed temporal indices (occurrence, duration, and intensity), and straightforward statistical methods in integrating and analyzing spatial-temporal epidemiological characteristics of different risk types, to identify potentially neglected areas of dengue virus transmission and to assess the overall magnitude versus potential severity of a dengue epidemic involving emergence of more DHF cases. Public health officials at both local and national health agencies can easily apply the methods we developed from this study to focus more on risk areas that have longer duration per wave and higher transmission intensity.
Using the spatial patterns from the three temporal indices, more effective control strategies can be devised in those risk areas with various public health implications. For example, in the Hi-OD risk type (green color in Figure 5 ), control strategies may have minimized the transmission intensity in areas that had longer epidemic waves with more occurrences of the dengue cases. Meanwhile, Hi-D areas (purple color in Figure 5 ), where mosquito breeding sites may have been overlooked, may not have been identified as risk areas based on cumulative incidence alone. As a result, the continuous presence of mosquitoes could explain the extended duration in these areas. Conversely, in Hi-I areas, there was high intensity but low occurrence and low duration of the dengue cases, suggesting that control strategies had effectively broken the transmission and prevented further spread of dengue virus. Hi-ODI areas were often surrounded by Hi-OD and Hi-O areas, which appeared mostly in the middle and late stages of the overall epidemic curve (Figure 6(a) ). These clearly defined spatially differential patterns suggested that the epidemic might have initiated from those Hi-ODI centering areas where high intensity was important, then to the surrounding outer areas with Hi-OD, followed by the furthest outer areas with Hi-O. In addition, the failure to control outbreaks in Hi-ODI areas made it possible for dengue to gradually spread to other Hi-O areas (Figure 6(a) ) and Hi-I areas (Figure 6(b) ). Temporally, an ODI-to-OD-to-O pattern of transmission (Figure 6(a) ) was found at the middle and later stages of the overall epidemic curve. This pattern was identified after evaluating Hi-ODI, Hi-OD and Hi-O risk types. In addition, we were able to visualize the emergence of Hi-D and Hi-I areas that were at a higher risk in having more DHF cases (Table 4 ). These areas were located further away from the epidemic foci, which were characterized by the Hi-ODI-to-OD-to-O risk types, and they also occurred later in the epidemic wave (Figure 6(b) ). This pattern suggested that dengue infection had already spread beyond the foci, either by mosquito or by people who had mild or no clinical symptoms.
Traditional use of incidence data cannot distinguish the spatial differences in risk areas from those of their neighboring areas, which is crucial to the effective control of vector-borne infectious diseases. For example, 'moderate risk' was identified if a target area had a statistically significant higher value of a temporal index than that of its neighboring areas (Figure 2(c) ). In this study, several areas were spatially identified as 'moderate risk' (yellow areas in cases/10 000 population-at-risk/wave), suggesting that these moderate risk areas were in fact potential future sources of transmission for subsequent epidemic waves. On the other hand, values of temporal index integrated with spatial epidemiology can provide more important information on time and place than incidence data alone for earlier prevention. For example, if the neighboring areas had a higher temporal index value than the target area of interest, it indicates that imminent outbreak in this area would happen if adequate prevention measures were not taken.
Local public health authorities can use the method developed from this study by integrating these three temporal indices with the levels of spatial risk to monitor dengue cases in a wider regional range, and to evaluate and improve their control measures in a more targeted way. We retrospectively constructed the risk map ( Figure 5 ) marked with eight risk types ( Table 3 ) and found that several risk areas may be overlooked due to low cumulative incidence (Figure 4) . Using the cumulative incidence as the only measure of monitoring, several areas with significantly high risks (Hi-DI and Hi-D) were not identified. Transmission through patients with mild disease can perpetuate subsequent waves of the epidemic that was very likely due to low awareness because of low incidence. In addition, the dengue virus moved quickly from high-risk areas to surrounding neighborhoods, accelerated the epidemic to peak during the 2002 summer vacation time. In fact, the risk patterns for this dengue epidemic showed that the number of dengue cases and higher DHF densities in risk types Hi-D and Hi-I (Table 4) were located away from the epidemic foci ( Figure 5 ), and peaked after the summer (Figure 6(b) ), suggesting that infected persons in the epidemic foci spread the virus beyond the mosquito's normal or usual flying range 16 . A transmission pattern such as this with long distances could be related to population movement 7 . Past dengue epidemics in Taiwan usually peaked in Figure 5 . Mapping the eight different temporal-spatial risk types for the 2002 dengue epidemic in the two cities of the Kaohsiung area. Eight risk types were defined from all the possible combinations of high or low values of the three temporal indices (occurrence probability, epidemic duration, and intensive transmission). Figure 4 ).
November after the rainy season (May to October). In this epidemic, however, humans infected before the summer of 2002 facilitated the spread of the virus from Hi-ODI and Hi-OD areas to other areas ( Figure 6 ) as the extrinsic incubation period of mosquitoes was shorter during the warmer months of summer vacation period 25 .
The unique findings of this study show that epidemiological measures can be used to identify high risk areas more effectively, which assists in optimizing resources and minimizing DHF cases worldwide. In the 2002 Kaohsiung epidemic, several neighborhoods with the Hi-DI, Hi-I and Hi-D risk types had the highest DHF density (Table 4) , but were probably overlooked by public health officials because their incidence rates were low. Notably, in areas with these three risk types, dengue cases, particularly DHF cases, emerged in later waves after the peak and even at the tail end of the epidemic curve (Figure 6(b) , Table 4 ). The late emergence of DHF Table 4 Geographical characteristics, population density and evaluation of dengue risk for the eight risk types by the two indices (DEN/POP and DHF density) cases after wide spreading, particularly in low incidence areas, may make it more difficult to implement control efforts in these areas. However, the longer duration in Hi-DI and Hi-D would probably create a potential to cause more phenotypic variations of quasispecies of dengue viruses (data not shown), similar to our observation in a previous epidemic, 26 which might have led to more DHF cases, even though the total number of dengue cases at the end of the outbreak period declined (Figure 7) . Therefore, shortening the duration in the initial stages of an epidemic would reduce the risk of more DHF cases emerging in later stages. Although we observed that the longer duration and/or higher transmission intensity were associated with the emergence of more DHF cases from this study, the causal inference that these two conditions might lead to further DHF cases needs future prospective studies to prove. The importance of duration index can be further demonstrated in those dengue endemic or hyper-endemic countries, 2, 7, 8, 10, 11 where persistent transmission of dengue virus at the population level to the end of the epidemic season could continue to transmit the virus during winter months through patients with milder symptoms. Most of these patients may not be identified because the epidemic is assumed to be over or nearly over, but they may significantly contribute to an epidemic in the next season, including more DHF cases in many parts of the world. 27 Another factor that can prolong or reignite an epidemic is that Aedes albopictus mosquitoes can remain active in winter and continue to infect humans beyond a dengue season. 28 The number of fatal DHF cases has grown in recent years in Southeast Asia, where control efforts seem to be failing. The increasing dengue severity between years is often overlooked, but the risk mapping methods described in this study could be used to proactively reduce and prevent these severe cases.
In conclusion, this study provides public health authorities with a more sophisticated tool to differentiate risk patterns of a dengue epidemic using three additional temporal indices rather than relying on annual cumulative incidence alone, so that high-risk areas can be comprehensively identified early in the epidemic based on their integrated spatial-temporal profiles. The method also directs broader perspectives on the temporal risks within the epidemic curves and emphasizes surveillance efforts at the tail end of an epidemic period. We believe this spatial-temporal model could be generalized to other infectious diseases such as epidemics of West Nile encephalitis in North America, Ebola hemorrhagic fever in Africa, and highly pathogenic avian influenza virus (HPAI) H5N1 that now threatens the world. 29 
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(4) if random patterns of distribution occur when all the points do not exhibit any similar or dissimilar patterns, there is 'no spatial autocorrelation'.
The commonly used index to measure spatial autocorrelation is Moran's I. It is similar to Pearson's coefficient in that its numerator is a covariance while its denominator is a sample variance. 22 The mathematical formula is as follows: (2) where N is the number of cases, X is the mean of the variable, X i is the variable value at a particular location i, X j is the variable value at another location j, and W ij is a weight indexing location of i relative to j.
The value of Moran's I can range from À1, indicating a strong negative spatial autocorrelation, to +1, indicating a strong positive spatial autocorrelation. A value near 0 would indicate a spatially random pattern. Moran's I is a useful statistic because of its simplicity. However, its limitation is that it tends to average local variations in the strength of spatial autocorrelation, sometimes ignoring areas of local clustering. It requires further tests such as randomization or normal approximation to determine statistical significance.
A.2. Local test
Tests for local indices evaluate spatial clustering trends in each region within the study area by comparing whether the data are spatially similar to or different from each other and thus providing more information on the location of clusters. 23 In our study, the local indicator of spatial autocorrelation (LISA) was used as the spatial risk index to identify both significant spatial clusters and outliers. 24 Spatial outliers refer to a certain area that has an opposite value to its neighboring areas, in contrast to spatial clusters with the similar value. Another, Getis and Ord's (1992) local spatial autocorrelation statistics, Gi(d) and Gi*(d), like LISA, was developed to search for local clustering patterns. 22 The mathematical formula is as follows:
where d is the neighborhood distance, x j is the variable value at a particular location j, and w ij is a weight indexing location of i relative to j. The G i (d) statistic excludes the value at i from the summation and the G i *(d) includes the value at i in the summation and is often used for studies of clustering.
Local tests, such as G i (d), G i *(d), and LISA, can thus reveal the nature of spatial dependency in small localities. They can determine whether or not spatial patterns are statistically different from the null hypothesis -spatially randomly distributed -and whether these patterns represent clusters of low or high values.
